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HISTORICAL AGGREGATE FUNDED STATUS1 YEAR OVER YEAR MEDIAN FUNDING LEVELS WERE FLAT1

1. Quarterly Snapshot

The estimated figures published here are estimated and unaudited as of Mar-22 and are subject to potentially significant revisions over time. Actual figures may vary significantly from the performance 

information presented above. 1. Based off an estimate of a sample of 99 public pension plans’ market value returns and plan liabilities, with asset allocation data sourced from Boston College Center for 

Retirement Research; plan assets for these plans are approximately $3 trillion. 2. As of March 31, 2022; S&P 500 and Barclays Agg figures represent total returns. Real estate performance represented 

by Dow Jones Global Select Real Estate Index. Hedge fund performance represented by Proshares Hedge Replication ETF. Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary.

Source: Boston College Center for Retirement Research, Goldman Sachs Asset Management 

as of March 31, 2022. All aggregate funded statuses based on estimated asset returns and 

liability growth. For illustrative purposes only.

Many capital markets came under pressure during the first quarter of 2022 

as the Russia-Ukraine war, high inflation, and hawkish central banks all 

contributed to a risk-off environment. A significant rise in Treasury yields 

along with declining risk assets, such as public equities and real estate, led to 

challenging performance for many public pension plans during the first three 

months of the year. With global growth slowing, Treasury yields continuing to 

climb higher and equity markets struggling for direction, investors likely find 

themselves at a crossroads as we head towards the half-way point of 2022.

Source: Boston College Center for Retirement Research, Goldman Sachs Asset Management 

as of Mar 2022; for illustrative purposes only. Figures based on estimated asset returns and 

liability estimates for reference population. Does not sum to 100% due to rounding.

• Equity markets were down significantly during the first quarter as 

Russia’s late-February invasion of Ukraine exacerbated the sell-off in 

equities that had occurred during the first eight weeks of the calendar 

year. Fixed income market returns were even worse as the Bloomberg 

Aggregate suffered one of its worst quarters on record. We estimate that 

in aggregate, public pension asset returns were approximately -4.9% for 

the first quarter, resulting in the estimated aggregate funded status of 

our sample of plans declining 5% during the first three months of 2022.

• The decline in both equities and fixed income led to challenging 

performance for many plans and resulted in the decline of many plans’ 

funded status. We estimate that the top quartile of plan funded status 

was estimated to be between 91-100% at the end of March 2022.

Asset Class/Index 1Q Change² YTD Change²

S&P 500 (%) -4.6% -4.6%

Bloomberg Aggregate (%) -5.9% -5.9%

Real Estate -3.6% -3.6%

Hedge Funds -3.8% -3.8%
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PENSION INDUSTRY UPDATES NOTABLE PENSION PLAN PORTFOLIO UPDATES1

2. In the News

Source: Press releases, Plan websites, Evestment. As of March 2022.

1. Notable portfolio updates represent changes that we find unique or of meaningful size. 

Any reference to a specific plan does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement. 

Plan names and logos, excluding those of Goldman Sachs and any of its affiliates, are 

trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use by Goldman Sachs 

does not imply or suggest a sponsorship, endorsement or affiliation. 

U.S. Public Pension Plan Reaction to Russia-Ukraine

• In response to the Russia-Ukraine conflict that broke out in early 2022, 

public plans across the country have taken actions to minimize or eliminate 

Russian assets from their portfolios. It is important to note, however, that 

even prior to this crisis, public plan exposure to Russia was always minimal 

on a relative basis. 

• On February 27th, New York Governor Kathy Hochul signed an executive 

order directing all state agencies and authorities to divest from Russia. 

In other states, similar pieces of legislation have been proposed by 

policymakers. In California, a bipartisan coalition introduced a bill aimed 

at forcing the state’s two largest pension plans, CalPERS and CalSTRS, 

to completely eliminate their $1.5 billion exposure to Russian assets. 

• Outside of government legislation, across the country investment 

committees have independently decided to divest their plan assets from 

Russian investments. 

• At the state level, on March 3rd, the $72.5 billion Pennsylvania Public 

School Employees’ Retirement System voted to sell off its $270 million 

and $300 million exposure to Russia and Belarus, respectively. Other 

states, such as Connecticut, Georgia, Michigan Oregon, and Rhode 

Island, similarly elected to divest their Russian equity and debt holdings. 

• At the municipal level, the $35.3 billion San Francisco City & County 

Employees’ Retirement System and the $13.1 billion Chicago Public 

School Teachers’ Pension & Retirement Fund both decided to divest 

from Russian securities at their board meetings on March 10 th. 

In late March, the Ohio State Teachers Retirement System 

approved changes to its target asset allocation, increasing 

exposure to fixed income (16 to 17%) and private equity (7 to 

9%). Meanwhile, the system decreased allocations to domestic 

equity (28 to 26%) and international equity (23 to 22%). 

At its March 18th meeting, the Colorado Public Employees’ 

Retirement Association announced plans to divest its $42 

million stake in Ben & Jerry’s parent company, Unilever PLC, 

following its decision to stop sales in Israeli-occupied territories. 

Such an investment was at odds with a Colorado law that 

prohibits state investments in companies that take political 

actions against Israel. 

On February 11th, the Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund 

authorized a new asset allocation that increased targets to 

fixed income (25 to 25.5%) and international equities (15 to 

18%) and decreased targets to domestic equities (39 to 

35.5%) as well as alternative investments (10 to 9.5%).

In late January, the Kansas City (Mo.) Firefighters' Pension 

System established a 5% target to private equity allocations. 

In order to do so, its target allocation to global equity was 

lowered (10 to 5%). 
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3. Summary of Tactical Asset Class Views

Source: Investment Strategy Group. Asset class views as of 8-April-2022. Please see appendix for additional details on the above viewpoints. Views expressed are for informational purposes only 

and do not constitute a recommendation by AMD to buy, sell, or hold any security. Views and opinions are current as of the da te of this presentation and may be subject to change, they should not 

be construed as investment advice. The economic and market forecasts presented herein have been generated by AMD for informat ional purposes as of the date of this presentation. They are 

based on proprietary models and there can be no assurance that the forecasts will be achieved. Any mention of an investment d ecision is intended only to illustrate our investment approach and/or 

strategy, and is not indicative of the performance of our strategy as a whole. It should not be assumed that any investment decisions shown will prove to be profitable, or that any investment 

decisions made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the investments discussed herein. Please see appendix for additional disclosures.
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4. Market Perspectives: Private Credit Investing

With yields rising and equity markets declining to start the year, public pension plans may be searching for asset 

classes that can generate returns for 2022 and beyond. To solve that problem, many public plans have turned to 

private market investments. In this edition of Market Perspectives, we share our views on private credit investing 

and how the current interest rate and inflation environment may impact future outcomes.

Other than the war in Ukraine, the biggest risks investors are 

grappling with is inflation and interest rates. How do those 

two factors effect private credit?

2021 and the first three months of 2022 were very tough for traditional 

investment grade bond investors as the Bloomberg Aggregate was down 

sharply over both of those time periods. The primary benefits of private credit 

versus public credit in the context of rising interest rates are 1) most of the 

loans tend to be floating rate and 2) given the bilateral and long term nature 

of private credit (particularly for closed end funds), funds are not repriced and 

traded during periods of economic stress, leading to lower loss ratios and 

lower volatility. As such, both the floating rate structure and the bilateral 

nature of the instruments may be a benefit to investors.

Separately, the spike in inflation has had myriad of impacts across the real and 

financial economy, but periods where there is more stress in the market have 

tended to favor private investors who can facilitate transactions for borrowers 

with speed and certainty, often with better yields and more 

covenants/structural protections.

What are you seeing from borrowers you are interacting with?

It’s an interesting environment for borrowers as supply chain issues post-

COVID are very real creating a need for capital to fund capital expenditures 

and strategic initiatives such as M&A. That said, borrowers also want to be

The portfolio risk management process includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but does not imply low risk. Bonds are subject to interest rate, price and credit risks. Prices tend to be inversely 

affected by changes in interest rates. Alternative Investments by their nature, involve a substantial degree of risk, including the risk of total loss of an investor's capital. Fund performance can be volatile. 

There may be conflicts of interest between the Alternative Investment Fund and other service providers, including the investment manager and sponsor of the Alternative Investment. Similarly, interests 

in an Alternative Investment are highly illiquid and generally are not transferable without the consent of the sponsor, and applicable securities and tax laws will limit transfers. Diversification does not 

protect an investor from market risk and does not ensure a profit.

conscious of an uncertain medium term economic outlook given the 

headwinds of inflation, COVID and geopolitical risk. From a broad market 

perspective, capital markets activity and M&A have slowed down in Europe, 

while the US markets remain largely resistant with activity continuing and 

high levels of private equity dry powder. Generally speaking, we continue to 

see strong balance sheets and operating income for borrowers globally, 

which we believe are the most important factors when underwriting debt.

How are public pension plans thinking about their private 

credit allocations?

Over the last several years, we have observed that public pension plans have 

increased the size of their private market portfolios, including carving out 

distinct allocations to private credit. The increased size and focus on private 

credit has led some public pensions to add diversifying strategies within their 

private credit portfolio. As allocations to private credit continue to increase, we 

expect that investors will continue to expand the underlying strategies within 

their private credit mandates.
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5. Goldman Sachs Asset Management Client Solutions

The client solutions team collaborates closely with our Fixed Income, Multi-Asset Solutions and Americas Client Business teams which are distinct groups separated by informational barriers. The 

portfolio risk management process includes an effort to monitor and manage risk, but does not imply low risk. Reference to the term “partnership” is not intended to connote a type of organizational 

structure or any type of legal relationship with Goldman Sachs. Rather, the term “partnership” is intended to refer to a comprehensive relationship between Goldman Sachs and a client that incorporates 

a range of value added services.

What We Do

We engage with institutional investors, combining our insight and analytics with 

investment products, to help clients solve complex asset and risk management 

challenges. Whether evaluating portfolio construction, broader plan design 

questions or investment strategies, Goldman Sachs Asset Management has 

the resources and capabilities to help you assess, develop or manage a 

defined benefit strategy.

Who We Are

We are tenured strategists, investors, and counselors that offer unbiased 

advice and customized solutions for defined benefit plans and defined 

contribution programs.

Investment analytics to help plans monitor and 

assess plan performance and risk position

ANALYTICS

Growth Portfolio Optimization

Guidance on strategies to potentially enhance risk-adjusted 

returns in growth portfolios

Equity Risk Mitigation

Reshape the distribution of equities designed to provide 

downside preservation with upside participation

Liquidity Enhancement 

Assist plans in maximizing return on free cash, as well as 

strategically managing for future cashflow needs

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Advisory and discretionary offering to help plans with strategic 

asset allocation, manager research and selection, portfolio 

monitoring and rebalancing and administrative support

PARTNERSHIP
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6. Goldman Sachs Asset Management Library

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only. 

Fixed Income Outlook | 2Q 2022

Overcoming Challenges

View now

April 18, 2022 | GSAM Connect

With Bonds Today Is It 

Buyer Beware or Act Now?

View now

April 18, 2022 | GSAM Connect

Tread Cautiously In Times 

of Turbulence

https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/advisors/market-insights/gsam-insights/global-fixed-income-outlook/2022/Fixed_Income_Outlook_2Q2022.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/advisors/market-insights/gsam-insights/global-fixed-income-outlook/2022/Fixed_Income_Outlook_2Q2022.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/advisors/market-insights/gsam-connect/2022/With_Bonds_Today_Is_It_Buyer_Beware_or_Act_Now.html
https://www.gsam.com/content/gsam/us/en/advisors/market-insights/gsam-connect/2022/tread-cautiously-in-times-of-turbulence.html
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7. Appendix – Tactical Asset Class Views

Source: Investment Strategy Group. Asset class views as of 08-April-2022. Views expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by AMD to buy, sell, or 

hold any security. Views and opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, they shou ld not be construed as investment advice. The economic and market 

forecasts presented herein have been generated by AMD for informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. They ar e based on proprietary models and there can be no assurance that 

the forecasts will be achieved. Any mention of an investment decision is intended only to illustrate our investment approach and/or strategy, and is not indicative of the performance of our strategy 

as a whole. It should not be assumed that any investment decisions shown will prove to be profitable, or that any investment decisions made in the future will be profitable or will equal the 

performance of the investments discussed herein. Please see additional disclosures.

Underweight Neutral Overweight

EQUITY

US

Positive. We recommend an overweight to US equities on the back of a continued economic expansion and receding pandemic effects, but we are

mindful of risks—particularly rising geopolitical tensions, inflation and less accommodative central banks. On a sector level, we prefer energy given

significant underperformance in recent years and exposure to the economic recovery. We are also overweight the healthcare sector, given attractive

relative valuations and superior earnings growth. In terms of styles, we favor value vs. growth given attractive relative valuations and above-trend growth.

Euro Area

Neutral. Our forecast of above-trend global growth should support Eurozone equities, given their value bias. However, the economic repercussions of the

Russia-Ukraine war remain highly uncertain and could be a meaningful drag on growth, which is compensated by an elevated risk premium. Despite the

recent pullback, we remain positive on Eurozone banks, which we expect will benefit from continued economic growth, low valuation, and elevated

shareholder returns. The sector also has only limited direct and indirect exposure to Russia and Ukraine.

Japan

Neutral. Japan is well-positioned to benefit from solid global growth, with cyclical sectors accounting for 60% of market cap. Earnings growth has been

strong, near-term domestic political concerns have diminished, the BOJ is maintaining its accommodative stance, and foreign investors have significant

capacity to increase their exposure. However, spillovers from the Russia-Ukraine conflict could be headwinds to Japanese equities, particularly given that

the Yen – which is now at it its lowest level since 2015 – does not depreciate further.

UK

Neutral. The UK should benefit from solid global growth and high energy prices given that more than 75% of FTSE 100 revenues are generated outside

the UK and that 19% of its earnings are derived from Energy stocks, respectively. Also, elevated levels of cross-border M&A and activist investor interest

in the UK should put a floor on valuations. However, given that UK equities are viewed as more insulated from the Russia-Ukraine conflict, UK equity

valuations relative to the rest of Europe have expanded sharply and no longer appear as attractive.

Australia
Neutral. Commodity exposure and continued earnings recovery should support Australian equity performance. However, Australian equities remain

exposed to US-China tensions and to a slowdown in China economic growth, which will be further hampered by the recent COVID-related shutdowns.

Canada
Neutral. Above-trend global growth and our expectation for a $100 to $120 range for WTI bode well for Canadian equities. However, despite its recent de-

rating, valuations versus other developed equities after adjusting for differences in sector composition are still not attractive vs. history.

Emerging Markets
Neutral. EM equities have meaningfully lagged since early 2021, but the Russia-Ukraine crisis should prevent any near-term outperformance. The impact

of the crisis will not be felt uniformly across EM countries, however, with geographical distance to the conflict and net exposure to commodities being key

differentiating factors .

CURRENCY

US Dollar
Positive. Relative strength of the US economy, an expectation that several developed market central banks will begin to normalize monetary policy after

the Federal Reserve and light leveraged account positioning all support the dollar.

Euro
Neutral. The risks around the euro are becoming more balanced as inflation is moving more quickly than previously expected towards the ECB’s target.

However, the escalating war in Ukraine presents fresh headwinds for Eurozone sentiment which may still weigh on the euro.

Japanese Yen Neutral. The risks around the yen are now more balanced after its rapid decline raises the possibility that the Bank of Japan may support the currency.

British Pound
Neutral. Risks of more persistent inflation may push the BOE to tighten policy in H2 2022 and support the pound relative to its trade weighted basket.

However, UK economic growth is expected to lag the US recovery which may limit the scope for the pound to appreciate vs the dollar.

Australian Dollar
Neutral. While the Australian dollar should benefit from a global growth recovery, we remain cautious owing to lingering pandemic-related risks. Moreover,

the potential for China’s economy to decelerate may delay Australia’s recovery given the trade linkages between the two countries.

Canadian Dollar
Neutral. While improvement in Canada's labor market will support the Canadian dollar versus other developed market currencies, we remain neutral

relative to the US dollar against the backdrop of faster potential monetary policy normalization by the Fed.

Chinese Renminbi 
Neutral. The economic backdrop supporting Renminbi appreciation over the past year has turned as growth outperformance versus the US has peaked

which has pushed the PBoC to begin to ease monetary policy. In addition, we have observed portfolio outflows from local markets.
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7. Appendix – Tactical Asset Class Views

Source: Investment Strategy Group. Asset class views as of 08-April-2022. Views expressed are for informational purposes only and do not constitute a recommendation by AMD to buy, sell, or 

hold any security. Views and opinions are current as of the date of this presentation and may be subject to change, they shou ld not be construed as investment advice. The economic and market 

forecasts presented herein have been generated by AMD for informational purposes as of the date of this presentation. They ar e based on proprietary models and there can be no assurance that 

the forecasts will be achieved. Any mention of an investment decision is intended only to illustrate our investment approach and/or strategy, and is not indicative of the performance of our strategy 

as a whole. It should not be assumed that any investment decisions shown will prove to be profitable, or that any investment decisions made in the future will be profitable or will equal the 

performance of the investments discussed herein. Please see additional disclosures.

Underweight Neutral Overweight

REAL 

ASSETS

Commodities

Positive. The war in Ukraine is posing large supply risks in several commodities, including oil, wheat and certain metals. In oil in particular, the first signs

of reduced supplies from Russia have emerged. The US and the International Energy Agency have announced record large strategic petroleum reserve

releases to offset these losses. While price risks are still skewed to the upside, downside risks also growing, including higher risks of recession, and new

COVID-related lockdowns in Asia. We expect this combination of factors to result in oil prices of $100-$120/barrel. We remain cautious on gold, as moving

towards tighter monetary policies has been negative for gold historically, even as geopolitical risks could result in stronger investment flows.

Public Real Estate
Neutral. Slowing demand, potential tenant bankruptcies, and a deteriorating financing environment for the asset class pose challenges. While REIT

valuation is in line with equities, they are attractive relative to fixed income. Consequently, we remain neutral on the sector.

Public Infrastructure 
Neutral, but overweight MLPs. Overweight midstream due to positive fundamentals and capital discipline. MLPs trade at a valuation one standard

deviation below their long term average, while also producing a 6.7% distribution yield that is well defended by cash flows. It also trades at a 5.4% free

cash flow yield post distributions and capex, which is around 4.0% higher than the S&P 500. We are also overweight C-corporation midstream.

FIXED 

INCOME (FI)

US Govt. FI
Neutral. With markets pricing a very steep hiking cycle, the hurdle is high for significant further increases in yields. We recommend that clients use higher

interest rates to gradually reduce duration underweights over the course of this year, evidenced by our recommendation to overweight 2Y Treasuries

funded from cash in portfolios with existing duration underweights.

German Govt. FI 

(Bunds)

Neutral. German 10y yields have risen sharply since the start of the year, driven by stronger-than-expected inflation and hawkish signals from the ECB.

We believe that any further upside to German 10y yields this year is limited in the context of downside risks to European growth and significant ECB

tightening already priced in by markets. We expect German 10y yields at 0.30-0.90% at end-2022.

Japanese Govt. FI
Neutral. Although economic activity is expected to pick up in 2022, the recovery has been slow and we expect the BoJ to continue its very

accommodative stance for a prolonged period of time. Rising yields in other DM economies have created upward pressure on Japanese yields, but the

BoJ will likely continue with its yield curve control policy and intervene as necessary to keep 10y JGB yields under 25bp.

UK Govt. FI (Gilts)
Neutral. 10y Gilt yields have increased significantly in recent months, consistent with upside surprises to inflation, ongoing tightening by the BOE and a

broad sell-off in global rates. We expect 10y Gilt yields to end the year at 1.35-2.05%, with a limited and gradual tightening cycle by the BOE containing

further increases in UK bond yields.

Australian Govt. FI
Neutral. The RBA’s guidance has become more hawkish. The change in stance seems appropriate, given upside risks to the inflation outlook and labor

costs that are likely to rise in the period ahead as the unemployment rate has fallen below its pre-pandemic level. The market is now pricing a more front-

loaded tightening path with a first rate hike of 15bp in June and additional hikes in the back half of this year.

Canadian Govt. FI
Neutral. The Bank of Canada increased its target for the overnight rate to 0.5% in March 2022. With inflation well above the Bank’s target, and with the

unemployment rate having fallen below pre-pandemic levels, we expect the hike in March to be the start of a string of rate increases at consecutive

meetings, an outcome fully incorporated into current market pricing.

EM Debt Local 

(EMDL)

Neutral. Since the start of this year, EM currencies have screened cheap relative to fair value estimates, while nominal rate differentials have been at the

widest levels since the taper tantrum and EM Central Banks have been proactive, hiking rates ahead of the Fed. However, the asset class remains at risk

of higher inflation arising from the increase in various energy and agricultural prices owing to the war in Ukraine.

EM Debt USD
Neutral. Spreads at the index level remain at low levels, given the current geopolitical juncture. We believe that the market narrative will shift from the

cyclical recovery in EM towards whether the economies of these countries are structurally well-equipped for a less globalized post-pandemic era. This is

where the high yield universe screens poorly, and where the bulk of spread widening has come given concerns about idiosyncratic setbacks.

IG Corporate Bonds
Neutral. Fundamentals across both HY and IG corporate issuers have been positive, and the YTD selloff in rates leaves positive prospective returns in IG

from current levels. Nonetheless, given the longer duration in investment grade bonds, we find more value in HY, both HY bonds and bank loans.

HY Corporate Bonds
Neutral HY Bonds, Positive Bank Loans. HY Index spreads have recently widened to 334 bps, but they are still tight versus an unconditional median of

470 bps and an expansionary median of 450 bps. Despite recent widening, we see value in bank loans which trade at 438 bps versus unconditional

median of 452 bps and expansionary median of 412 bps, and offer incremental carry in an asset class with higher recoveries and lower defaults
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The views expressed herein are as of 3/31/2022 and subject to change in the future. Individual portfolio management teams for Goldman Sachs Asset Management may have views and opinions and/or 

make investment decisions that, in certain instances, may not always be consistent with the views and opinions expressed herein.

THESE MATERIALS ARE PROVIDED SOLELY ON THE BASIS THAT THEY WILL NOT CONSTITUTE INVESTMENT ADVICE AND WILL NOT FORM A PRIMARY BASIS FOR ANY PERSON’S OR 

PLAN’S INVESTMENT DECISIONS, AND GOLDMAN SACHS IS NOT A FIDUCIARY WITH RESPECT TO ANY PERSON OR PLAN BY REASON OF PROVIDING THE MATERIAL OR CONTENT 

HEREIN. PLAN FIDUCIARIES SHOULD CONSIDER THEIR OWN CIRCUMSTANCES IN ASSESSING ANY POTENTIAL INVESTMENT COURSE OF ACTION.

Past performance does not guarantee future results, which may vary. The value of investments and the income derived from investments will fluctuate and can go down as well as up. A 

loss of principal may occur.

THIS MATERIAL DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION IN ANY JURISDICTION WHERE OR TO ANY PERSON TO WHOM IT WOULD BE UNAUTHORIZED OR UNLAWFUL TO 

DO SO. 

Prospective investors should inform themselves as to any applicable legal requirements and taxation and exchange control regulations in the countries of their citizenship, residence or domicile which 

might be relevant.

Goldman Sachs does not provide legal, tax or accounting advice, unless explicitly agreed between you and Goldman Sachs (generally through certain services offered only to clients of Private Wealth 

Management). Any statement contained in this presentation concerning U.S. tax matters is not intended or written to be used and cannot be used for the purpose of avoiding penalties imposed on the relevant 

taxpayer. Notwithstanding anything in this document to the contrary, and except as required to enable compliance with applicable securities law, you may disclose to any person the US federal and state 

income tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all materials of any kind (including tax opinions and other tax analyses) that are provided to you relating to such tax treatment and tax structure, 

without Goldman Sachs imposing any limitation of any kind. Investors should be aware that a determination of the tax consequences to them should take into account their specific circumstances and that the 

tax law is subject to change in the future or retroactively and investors are strongly urged to consult with their own tax advisor regarding any potential strategy, investment or transaction.

Fixed income investing involves interest rate risk. When interest rates rise, bond prices generally fall.

High-yield, lower-rated securities involve greater price volatility and present greater credit risks than higher-rated fixed income securities.

Although certain information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, completeness or fairness. We have relied upon and assumed without independent 

verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available from public sources.

This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities. This material is not intended to be used as a 

general guide to investing, or as a source of any specific investment recommendations, and makes no implied or express recommendations concerning the manner in which any client’s account should 

or would be handled, as appropriate investment strategies depend upon the client’s investment objectives.

Economic and market forecasts presented herein reflect a series of assumptions and judgments as of the date of this presentation and are subject to change without notice. These forecasts do not take 

into account the specific investment objectives, restrictions, tax and financial situation or other needs of any specific client. Actual data will vary and may not be reflected here. These forecasts are 

subject to high levels of uncertainty that may affect actual performance. Accordingly, these forecasts should be viewed as merely representative of a broad range of possible outcomes. These forecasts 
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